ANEW Brief

Staying 'On Purpose'

by Janice Kobelsky

Through and beyond extreme uncertainty

Our brains hate uncertainty. [1]
If you ever doubted that before, the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic has caused us to see and
experience the stress reactions of uncertainty more clearly than ever.
As leaders, your opportunity - and responsibility - to empower yourself, others, organization
and/or community is critical. But, it's also never more challenging, because none of us is
immune to the chaos. A client/colleague of mine put it like this: “It’s like we’re simultaneously the
surgeon, and the patient undergoing the procedure!”
As tough as it may be, if you're the one that others look to for leadership (whether formally, by
position; informally, by influence; or personally, as friend, parent, partner or colleague),
leaders, "you're it."
How?

Leaders, you're it. You have the
opportunity - and responsibility - to
empower yourself and those who count
on you to lead.

1 David DiSalvo | Forbes; March, 2016: This Is How Uncertainty Makes You Lose Your Mind
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One highly empowering and helpful way is to start with the Compass©. Use it first on yourself
(as they advise on airlines: "put your own oxygen mask on first"). Then, with others.
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First, get clear and reaffirm your own 'true North'.
What do you (and/or your team, organization, community) stand for? What impact
do you want to have and what kind of ripple- or legacy-effect do you want to
create?

Think about your enduring values and purpose. If they're fluctuating now, they were never real
to begin with. Redefine them if you must, but make them magnetic, pulling you and re-orienting
you consistently, no matter how many times you may feel temporarily pulled off course.
Within that context, readjust your vision. There will likely be several iterations of vision over the
crisis period - sometimes as short as a week or even the next several days. But keep 'shaping
your future' through a clear and compelling vision that you are committed to creating - vs. being
at whim of whatever future presents itself. Even in a completely turbulent environment that is
changing constantly, you can have a guiding vision of the future that you intend to create in
terms of your actions, your character, and the outcomes you are pursuing, as you adapt. Clarify
it. Make it real and specific. When you can 'see' it, you can move towards it.
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Allow yourself and others to get clear on what is really stressing
and/or feels like it's 'going South'.

Remember, our brains hate uncertainty. If we're unable to clarify and/or express what's
stressing us, it remains like the monster under the bed. When we acknowledge it, we can start
to demonstrate the emotional intelligence - by activating the thinking part of the brain - to
enable ourselves to address it. Leaders, it's also a show of caring, allowing ourselves and others
to be real and the chance for genuine connection and camaraderie in times of trial. But, don't
get stuck there.
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Spend time exploring 'East'.

Like the sunrise, what engages you/others? Even in the darkest moments, what are you looking
forward to? What goals will you set? What actions can you take? What outcomes can you
create?
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Talk about the 'West'.

Like the sunset, when all is said and done, what will allow you to look on this next action, day or
moment and know, with a feeling of fulfillment, that you made it a good one, as best you could?
What would that success look like?
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Focus on people.

The compass oriented, four-part query is good leadership practice at the best of times. It's
essential during crisis, because it will help you navigate - and lead - when the way forward is
unclear. Like a true compass, it will also help you adapt and remain agile, while focused on
priority, starting with people. Use it at work, at home, with friends, in community.
Lead 'on purpose.'

If you can't find an authentic leader,
driven by purpose, BE ONE.
If you can't find an inspiring
connection, INITIATE ONE.
If you can't find an environment to
thrive, CREATE ONE.
- Sesil Pir | sesilpir.com
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